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Abstract
The garden pansy (Viola × wittrockiana) is a large hybrid flower and most popular for its abundant
flower colors. The flower colors of 12 pansy accessions were measured by using colorimeter and the
pigments distribution within their petal cells were investigated. The result indicated a vast majority of the
visual color of flower was consistent with the result surveyed by colorimeter in pansy. The pigments were
mainly distributed in the upper and dorsal epidermal cells and most of them show the similar colors to those
measured using colorimeter. The red pigment was found to be distributed in the visual blue petals and
yellowish brown or khaki pigment in visual white petals. The results suggested the flower color of pansy can
be objectively and accurately measured with colorimeter, and investigating pigment color and distribution in
petals can help understanding pansy flower color better.

Introduction
Flower color is one of the important characteristics of ornamentals and the most eye-catching
quality determinant. Creating new colors and color patterns has always been an important goal for
breeders. With the efforts of ornamental breeders, a growing number of flower colors were bred,
and more analogous flower colors also appeared. Due to individual differences in color perception,
the description of flower color, especially analogous colors, is difficult and subjective, which
hinders academic exchange and research conduct. Recently a more accurate and objective method
was introduced into flower color survey. It is colorimeter that can evaluate and determine color
from a multidimensional view. It compensates the human visual flaws and offers a more reliable
and practical way (Voss 1992).
Pansy is one of the most colorful flowers around the world, success of artificial hybridization
among intra- and interspecific by many breeders since the 19th century (Yoshioka et al. 2006, Li
et al. 2014, Du et al. 2018). However, little information about pansy flower color measured by
colorimeter has been reported until now. Previous workers showed that flower color is mainly
determined by pigment types and their distribution (Zhao and Tao 2015, Morita and Hoshino
2018). It was verified that flavonoids are the main pigments accounted for flower color in pansy
(Endo 1959, Hase et al. 1990). However, little is known about the distribution of pigment in pansy
petals and their influence on flower colors. In present study for surveying the flower colors of 12
pansy accessions colorimeter was used and their distribution by microscope was investigated.
Materials and Methods
Twelve pansy (Viola × wittrockiana) accessions covering six flower colors and their
analogous colors visually were employed (Table 1). The plants of these pansy accessions were
grown in the horticultural farm of Henan Institute of Science and Technology (Latitude: 35.18N;
Longitute: 113.55°E), Xinxiang, Henan Province, China from Sept. 30, 2014 to May 30, 2015.
Flower petals at full bloom were sampled and their colors except of blotch were measured by
*Author for correspondence: <duxiaohua0124@sina.com>.
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Table 1. The flower characteristics of 12 pansy accessions.
Accessions

Flower colors

Blotch, strip or center

Flower types

G11-6-1

Dark red

Black bloth, yellow center

Large

G11-5-1

Violet black

Brown, yellow center

Small

G11-1

Dark purple

Yellow center

Medium

XXL-YB-1

Yellow

Brown blotch

Large

EYO-X-1

Yellow

Stripe

Small

JY1

Pure yellow

No blotches or stripe

Medium

JB

Bluish purple

Stripe, yellow center

Small

E01

Dark purple

Stripe, yellow center

SRFY

Purple

Black blotch, yellow center

PXP-BT-D

Bluish purple

Stripe, yellow center

"

EWO-1

White

Yellow center

"

HMB-X-1

Off-white

Purple stripes, yellow center

"

"
Medium

CR-13 colorimeter (Konica Minolta, Japan) to obtain the L*, a* and b* values with four biological
repeats. Then Chroma (C*) and hue angle (h°) were calculated according to Onozaki et al. (1999),
C* = (a*2 + b*2)1/2
(1)
h° = arctan (b*/a*)
(2)
To clarify the pigment distribution, the upper and dorsal epidermis of petal were dissected
and observed under a light microscope (Eclipse Ci-S, Nikon, Japan). The comparison of color
character values including L*, a*, b*, C* and h° among accessions was completed using one-way
ANOVA and Tukey’s post hoc tests on DPS7.55 software.
Results and Discussion
The flower colors of 12 pansy accessions were surveyed by colorimeter to obtain their L*, a*
and b* values. According to the color solid based on CIELAB established by International
Commission on Illumination, using L*, a* and b* values, each color can be assigned to a digital
three-dimensional coordinate system，in which L* - value indicates light intensity varying from
dark (0) to white (100), a* - value from negative to positive indicates green decline and red
enhancement, and b* - value from negative to positive means blue decline and yellow
enhancement. The C* value represents color saturation. The h° value increased from 0° to 90°
indicate color shift from red-purple to yellow, while from 90° to 180° means yellow to bluishgreen, and 180° and 270° indicating from bluish-green to blue. According to the C* value and h°
value of each accession, twelve pansy accessions were assorted into four groups (Table 2)
including red (G11-6-1, G11-5-1, G11-1 and E01), yellow (XXL-YB, EYO and JY1), purple (JB,
SRFY and PXP-BT-D) and white group (EWO-1 and HMB-X-1). Within the red group, G11-6-1
had a high C* values suggesting its higher saturation of red which conformed to its visual red
petals, while G11-5-1 and G11-1 with a low C* value indicating higher grey degree which was
consistent with its visual violet black petals (Fig. 2. 1a, 2a and 3a). Compared with other red
accessions, E01 with 317.3 of h* was a little further from the red-purple line and towards the blue
which agreed with the visual appearance (Fig. 2.10a). There was little chromatic aberration among
three yellow pansy accessions. Surprisingly, the visual white group was plotted between yellow
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and bluish-green range, but with the lowest color saturation. JB, SRFY and PXP-BT-D appeared
blue petals visually, while the digital results with colorimeter suggested that they fell into purple
range which is between blue and reddish violet (Table 2 and Fig. 1).
Table 2. Rectangular coordinates of CIELAB color space of 12 pansy accessions.
L*z
Hue

Accessions

Red

G11-6-1
G11-5-1
G11-1
E01
XXL-YB-1
EYO-X-1
JY1
JB
SRFY
PXP-BT-D
EWO-1
HMB-X-1

Yellow

Purple (Blue)

White

Adaxial
side
12.3e
10.3e
42.9c
15.8e
68.7b
63.0b
68.1b
29.3d
28.1d
25.9d
83.2a
84.8a

Abaxial
side
16.6h
19.6f
21.9f
21.4f
60.8c
63.1bc
64.7b
32.0d
25.2f
28.6e
70.4a
72.0a

a*z

b*z

C*z

h (°)z

33.8a
16.4cd
8.9d
25.9ab
11.7cd
11.7cd
8.7d
19.8bc
19.0bc
17.6bc
‒2.6e
‒4.4e

‒1.7c
‒7.5c
‒8.5c
‒23.9d
54.0a
53.3a
62.2a
‒35.6d
‒34.4d
‒29.9d
3.17bc
15.3b

33.8b
18.1c
12.4cd
35.3b
55.4a
54.6a
62.9a
40.8b
39.5b
35.0b
4.3d
15.9cd

357.1a
335.2ab
316.9bc
317.3bc
77.4f
77.5f
81.8ef
229.0c
298.6c
300.4c
127.7d
106. 6de

z

Values sharing a common letter are not different statistically (p ≤ 0.05) by ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post
hoc test.

Fig. 1. Distribution of a* and b* color values of petal in 12 pansy accessions.
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Fig. 2. The distribution of pigments from pansy petals with different colors. a. Pansy petals; b. The upper
epidermal cell of petals; c. The dorsal epidemis cell of petals. 1. G11-6-1, 2. G11-5-1, 3. G11-1, 4.XXLYB-1, 5. JY1, 6. EYO-X-1, 7. EWO-1, 8. HMB-X-1, 9. JB, 10. E01, 11. SRFY, 12. PXP-BT-D.

Flower color is a highly complex trait. It was thought to be related to petal tissue structure
(An 1989, Noda et al. 1994), pigment types (Moehs et al. 2001, Ohmiya et al. 2006, Han et al.
2014) and pigment distribution (Markham et al. 2000, Yoshida et al. 2009, Qi et al. 2013). The
pigment distribution within petals of pansy was observed using microscope in the present study.
The results showed the pigment mainly distributed in the upper and dorsal epidermal cells, and
little pigmentation was found in the palisade and sponge tissues of pansy petals. This phenomenon
was similar to that in lily (Wang 2012), but was different from that observed in Gerbera hybrida
in which a large of pigment are distributed in palisade tissue besides epidermal cell (Chen et al.
2010). For the red group accessions, red or dark red pigment was observed in the upper and dorsal
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epidermal cells of G11-5-1, G11-6-1 and G11-1, once the cell layers were dissected (Fig. 2. 1a-c,
2a-c and 3a-c), which was conformed to the results with colorimeter. Whereas E01 contained
abundant red pigment in the upper but sparser dark red pigment in the dorsal epidermal cells (the
data not shown). The reason for G11-5-1 and G11-1 manifesting violet black visually could be
related to their higher epidermal cells density (Fig. 2.10a-c). The yellow group accessions
including XXL-YB-1, EYO-X-1 and JY1 showed similar color pigmentation in their dorsal
epidermal cells, but differed in their upper epidermal cells in pigmentation. JY1 was loaded with
luminous yellow pigment in its upper epidermal cells while XXL-YB-1and EYO-X-1 contained
orange-yellow pigment (Fig. 2. 4a-c, 5a-c and 6a-c). These differences were consistent with their
plotting position in color coordinates system (Fig. 1). It was surprising to find that EWO-1 and
HMB-X-1 in the white group contained khaki (Fig. 2.7a-c) and yellowish-brown (Fig. 2.8a-c)
pigments in the epidermal cells, respectively. The microscopic examination further confirmed the
results of colorimeter measurement (Table 2). In the purple group, purple pigment was distributed
uniformly in the upper epidemic cells of petals in SRFY, red pigment in those of JB, and dark-red
pigment in PXP-BT-D (Fig 2.9a-c, 11a-c and 12a-c). Purple and dark red pigment appeared in the
petal epidemic cells of the purple group which was consistent with the color surveyed with
colorimeter (Table 2 and Fig.1). The reason why the purple group accessions look blue could be
due to the influence by petal structure which affects the light reflection or the higher pH in vacuole
of the petal cells (Noda et al. 1994).
From the aforesaid results it is shown that color is a very complex trait. Important for the
understanding of the humans eye’s interpretation is that not only CIELAB quantifications are used
but that also research should focus on the pigmentation of the different cell layers with a petal to
get a better understanding.
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